Identifying and acting on potentially inappropriate care

Study question
To develop a model to measure potentially inappropriate care in Australian hospitals.

Methods
Analysis of computerised hospital discharge data (n = 8 720 771) for all patients in Australian hospitals for the financial year 2010–11. Main outcome measures were hospital-specific incidence of selected diagnosis–procedure pairs (labelled as “do not do” treatments) identified as inappropriate in other literature or by authoritative bodies such as the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in England (vertebroplasty for painful osteoporotic vertebral fractures, arthroscopic lavage or debridement for osteoarthritis of the knee, laparoscopic uterine nerve ablation for chronic pelvic pain, removing healthy ovaries during a hysterectomy, and hyperbaric oxygen therapy for a range of conditions).

Findings
In 2010–11, there were 4659 cases of hyperbaric oxygen therapy treatments, 813 cases of knee arthroscopy, 302 cases of vertebroplasty, 79 cases of ovary removal and 35 cases of nerve ablation that were potentially inappropriate. These treatments happened in all states and in public and private hospitals. Some hospitals had markedly higher rates than others (Box).

Limitations
This study only identifies potentially inappropriate care. Some of the identified treatments may reflect coding errors or be justified by a rare combination of patient characteristics.

What this study adds to current knowledge
This study is the first attempt to quantify inappropriate care in Australian hospitals for a range of conditions, using routine data. Importantly, the procedures have either been shown in academic studies to be inappropriate or are recommended against in guidelines, or both.

Implications for practice
Current strategies are not doing enough. Hospitals should be informed of their relative rates of potentially inappropriate care. If hospitals with unusually high rates do not improve, state health departments should initiate a clinical review of relevant practices. If the review does not endorse clinical practices, and if these practices still do not change, financial sanctions may be required.
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Proportion of relevant patients receiving a do-not-do treatment in public hospitals with capacity to perform the treatment, 2010–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperbaric oxygen therapy</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee arthroscopy</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebroplasty</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovary removal</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve ablation</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Average rates among comparator hospitals: hyperbaric oxygen therapy (2.9%); arthroscopic lavage or debridement of the knee (3.3%); vertebroplasty (5.4%); oophorectomy (1.4%); uterine nerve ablation (2.1%).
Identifying and acting on potentially inappropriate care

Identifying when the wrong treatments are chosen, and putting a stop to it, is an important way to improve the quality of health care. There are many ways to do this. Strategies include using clinical guidelines or decision support systems, clinician education, clinical engagement, peer review, and adjusting the pricing, funding and availability of individual treatments. All of these methods can be useful. But there are currently few concerted efforts to evaluate and benchmark treatment choices at the hospital level, and to use this information to drive improvement.

Inappropriate care is a longstanding concern in health policy. For over 40 years, small-area analyses have shown significant geographic variation in the rates at which different subpopulations are given common surgical procedures.1,2 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has recently published this kind of analysis, including a chapter on Australia showing the rates of nine types of hospital admission in different Medicare Local areas, adjusted for age and sex.3 A more detailed atlas of variation and supporting studies has also been published by the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care.4

Wide variation in practice patterns has been attributed to clinicians interpreting evidence and guidelines inconsistently, with patients in different areas being under- and overtreated as a result.

A newer but burgeoning body of literature has looked at inappropriate care in a different way, focusing on the interventions themselves rather than their usage. This focus has led to the development of lists of treatments for disinvestment, either because they have not been proven effective, or because testing has shown that they are ineffective or inferior to a substitute treatment.

Both of these approaches to inappropriate care have shortcomings. Small-area variation analysis has uncovered disturbing variation in patterns of care, but has not produced meaningful policy or practice change.5 This is probably owing to the fact that variation analyses rarely take into account legitimate drivers of clinical variation such as patient morbidity and patient preferences, and so are unable to convincingly differentiate warranted from unwarranted variation.6,7

Although disinvestment work has produced much more compelling evidence of inappropriate care, it has struggled to achieve meaningful policy change. As this study shows, clinicians can continue to use a treatment long after it has been declared inappropriate.

There are few interventions that are ineffective for all patients and indications. Typically, the value of a treatment varies for different types of patients. This complicates measurement of inappropriate care and the development of policies to reduce it. Across-the-board funding cuts, or even funding cuts among specific subgroups of patients, may ignore clinical heterogeneity and deny funding for valuable, as well as ineffective, care.8 A patient may have characteristics that typically rule out a treatment, but have other characteristics that mean they are not well represented in clinical trial samples, or are not eligible for treatments that are recommended as more effective. Approaches are emerging that may help health care organisations and clinicians to distinguish, at the site of care, between patients for whom a certain treatment is warranted and those for whom it is not.6 But in many cases the coded data do not capture all of the relevant clinical variation. This presents a serious challenge to measuring and comparing clinical choices in different regions or among providers.

We sought to develop a practical way to identify which hospitals are most likely to be choosing inappropriate
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**Abstract**

**Objective:** To develop a model to measure potentially inappropriate care in Australian hospitals.

**Design:** Secondary analysis of computerised hospital discharge data for all Australian hospitals for the 2010–11 financial year.

**Main outcome measure:** Hospital-specific incidence of selected diagnosis–procedure pairs identified as inappropriate in other literature.

**Results:** Five hospital procedures that are not supported by clinical evidence happened more than 100 times a week, on average. The most frequent of these do-not-do treatments was hyperbaric oxygen therapy for a range of specific conditions (4659 admissions in 2010–11). The rate of do-not-do procedures varied greatly, even among comparator hospitals that provided the procedure and that treated the relevant patient group. Among comparator hospitals, an average of 3.3% of patients with osteoarthritis of the knee received arthroscopic lavage and debridement of the knee (a do-not-do treatment), but four hospitals had rates of over 20%. There was also great variation in hospital-specific rates of procedures that should not be done routinely.

**Conclusion:** Hospital-specific rates of do-not-do treatments vary greatly. Hospitals should be informed about their relative performance. Hospitals that have sustained, high rates of do-not-do treatments should be subject to external clinical review by expert peers.
treatments. Our methods draw on the analytical strengths of variation and disinvestment analysis. From disinvestment analysis, we took a selection of treatments that evidence clearly shows should not be done routinely, or at all. From variation analysis, we focused on outlier hospitals — those providing a “do not do” or “do not do routinely” treatment at rates that are far in excess of the national average.

This approach overcomes several key deficiencies of variation and disinvestment research. First, focusing on procedures listed for disinvestment means that high usage rates can be convincingly linked to inappropriate practice. This is not the case in variation analysis, where the procedures analysed are generally considered effective, and where high relative usage in one area can be due to underprovision in other areas.

Second, using variation to focus on providers with high rates of potentially inappropriate care is a practical way to pursue disinvestment. Rather than advocating the removal of clinician discretion with respect to the procedures analysed, this approach advocates monitoring, with priority given to the providers where care is clearly out of step with both clinical evidence and standard practices, and therefore very likely to be inappropriate.

Third, focusing on hospitals rather than geographic areas allowed us to correct for several major deficiencies in other variation analyses. Focusing on hospitals (and specific specialties within those hospitals) allows for analysis of microcultures of care, which are likely to be obscured when practice patterns are aggregated to a regional level. Further, geographically aggregated analyses generally only make crude adjustments for patient morbidity differences, while our use of rich patient-level data allowed us to correct for variation in morbidity to a much greater extent. Finally, there are few viable policy options for dealing with variation at the geographic level. Developing strategies aimed at hospital-level accountability for practice patterns may be more productive in addressing inappropriate care.

Methods

Data
De-identified patient-level data about all public and private hospital separations (discharge, deaths and transfers) for the financial year 2010–11 were obtained from the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare after approval by each state and territory. The dataset included 8 720 771 records from 709 separate public hospital sites in all states except the Australian Capital Territory (private hospitals in each state were all grouped with a single code). Data were released as one record per admission, so it was not possible to link records to derive data on a per-person basis. Names of public hospitals were suppressed as part of the approval process.

Approval from an ethics committee was not required, but data confidentiality requirements were imposed as part of data release.

Selecting treatments for assessment
Potentially ineffective treatments were drawn from published lists of, or recommendations about, inappropriate care. These include a list of procedures identified as potential disinvestment candidates, a list of procedures where there had been a “reversal of evidence” — that is, where subsequent evidence had shown that early treatment recommendations were no longer appropriate, and examination of decisions of two national health technology assessment bodies: the Medical Services Advisory Committee in Australia and the
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1 Selection process for do-not-do treatments

- **Total:** 1208
- **Exclude advice that is ambiguous about do-not-do status (eg, do-not-do “routinely”)**
  - (n = 189)
- **Exclude non-hospital-inpatient interventions**
  - (n = 516)
- **Exclude advice with relatively weak or contested evidence (published prior to data period), or which was not supported by consulted clinical experts**
  - (n = 317)
- **Exclude if there were five or fewer occurrences a year (not counting occurrences with a potentially legitimating diagnosis)**
  - (n = 4)
- **Assessed:** 5
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in England. Only guidance published before our data period (2010–11) was used.

To select do-not-do treatments for analysis, these lists were whittled down by excluding recommendations that were vaguely expressed and treatments that were unable to be reliably coded using the International Classification of Diseases Australian Modification diagnosis and procedure codes or did not take place in hospitals. A further filter excluded treatments for which the evidence originally cited was weak or was contradicted by subsequent evidence, or was not supported by clinical experts we consulted. Finally, since we are investigating variation, we excluded cases with five or fewer occurrences and combined overlapping advice (Box 1). At each of these steps we took a conservative approach to reduce the chance that our analysis — a proof of concept — would be rejected based on the examples we used. We also looked at examples of treatments with recommendations against being performed “routinely”, but these were selected opportunistically (as with do-not-do advice, the evidence was evaluated and clinical experts were consulted).

Do-not-do and do-not-do-routinely advice was expressed as “do not (routinely) do procedure x for diagnosis y”. Clinical experts reviewed those cases which had multiple diagnoses listed to ensure that none of the additional diagnoses or procedures might provide a justification for the do-not-do (or do-not-do-routinely) procedure. Coding assignment of diagnoses and procedures was reviewed by an independent health information manager.

The filtering process excluded practically all of the original candidates of potentially inappropriate care. From the original lists, only five procedures were clearly potentially inappropriate and could be analysed in the data (Box 2). From the many do-not-do-routinely procedures, three were selected as exemplars.

### Measuring use of the selected treatments

To look at variation in a fair and meaningful way, we measured the proportion of patients in a hospital who have the relevant diagnosis (such as osteoarthritis of the knee) who also received the do-not-do procedure (such as arthroscopic lavage or debridement). This partly addresses a criticism of the geographic research that it does not standardise adequately for differences in underlying rates of disease.

With this metric, we only compared hospitals that are able to provide the do-not-do treatment. These hospitals both perform the relevant procedure and treat patients (> 5) with the relevant morbidity.

### Results

Incidence of each of the five do-not-do procedures is shown in Box 3.

The incidence of the five identified do-not-do treatments was quite low, with a total of 5888 procedures identified in the dataset. While this was a very small proportion of all patients, it is 4.5 per cent of all patients receiving the relevant procedures (or in one case, combination of procedures). It should be noted that this is a lower bound as we did not measure compliance with all do-not-do guidance for these procedures.

Among hospitals that perform the relevant procedure and also treat patients (> 5) with the relevant morbidity, we found that the incidence of the do-not-do procedures was highly variable (Box 4).

For all the do-not-do treatments, the outliers with the highest rates were a long way from the average. There were 25 hospital departments that provided a do-not-do treatment more than three times as often as the average hospital (within hospital comparator groups). Eight hospital departments provided do-not-do treatments at over five times the
average rate, while three departments did so at over 10 times the national rate.

Again, we saw substantial variability in hospital procedure rates for the procedures that should not be done routinely (Box 5), with some hospitals clear outliers. The hospitals with the highest rates for the three do-not-do-routinely treatments offered them at more than nine times, six times and double the average rate.

Discussion

This study is the first attempt to quantify the extent of inappropriate care in Australian hospitals for a range of conditions using routine data. We have shown that it is possible to use routine hospital data to identify the incidence of potentially inappropriate care.

Importantly, the procedures used here as examples have either been shown in academic studies to be inappropriate or are recommended against in guidelines, or both. What we have shown is that, despite this advice, and even defunding in the Medicare Benefits Schedule, the procedures are still being performed. Guidelines and funding policies are clearly not sufficient to solve this problem.

Limitations

This study has a number of limitations. First, it cannot be a basis for generalising about the overall incidence of inappropriate care in Australian hospitals. We used a small, non-representative sample of hospital procedures and analysed their incidence in a single year. Because inappropriate care appears to be relatively infrequent, there may be instability in the incidence of our indicator conditions.

Second, the inappropriate care identified in this study can only be considered potentially (rather than definitively) inappropriate. Some of the identified inappropriate treatments may be coding errors or may be justified on the basis of a rare combination of patient characteristics.

Routine data can only identify what is occurring, not why. We therefore suggest that the indicator be labelled “potentially inappropriate care”, although the procedures themselves would remain indicators of, prima facie, inappropriate care.

Third, we were not able to analyse rates of inappropriate care in individual private hospitals.

Fourth, we were unable to link data across settings or time. A person who had multiple treatments, one of which was a do-not-do treatment, would thus be counted once in the numerator and multiple times in the denominator. This makes our prevalence estimates conservative.

What should be done to ensure safe and effective care?

Identifying potentially inappropriate practice is irrelevant unless action occurs. The steps outlined below will allow governments to monitor more and ultimately reduce inappropriate care in Australian hospitals.

First, forms of inappropriate care should be identified and communicated in a more consistent and accessible way. This should be a role for the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care or the health productivity and performance commission foreshadowed in the 2014 federal Budget to take over functions from the Commission together with a number of other performance-related national authorities. Such a Commission should, with clinical involvement, identify additional procedures that represent potentially inappropriate care. It might draw on parallel efforts such as NPS MedicineWise’s Choosing Wisely program and the Royal Australasian College of Physician’s EVOLVE initiative. The Commission should maintain a centralised, easily accessible and continuously updated list of questionable procedures for clinicians to use.

Second, existing data should be used to measure and benchmark a wider range of inappropriate care. In this study, data access agreements meant we could only analyse a handful of...
do-not-do treatments. Many more can be analysed using additional sources of clinical guidance and data that the Australian government already possesses, and that the Commission should have access to. Studies of geographic variation have linked patient data across datasets and over time. Linkage of this kind could allow the Commission to do more; for example, analysing inappropriate use of treatments that should not be first-line interventions. It could also link patient records across different parts of the health system to cover hospitals, the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and the Medicare Benefits Scheme.

Third, the Commission should advise states and hospitals about their rates of questionable care. States should give outlier hospitals a chance to improve, but if high rates persist there should be an external clinical review. The reviews should investigate all aspects of clinical decision making in the relevant department or specialist area. This would include confirming that the data accurately recorded the treatments that were chosen and assessing whether these choices were clinically valid.

States should prioritise investigation of hospitals with high rates of potentially inappropriate care, both for practical reasons and because low rates may reflect cases where most procedures were actually legitimate. States should also consider the volume of patients with the relevant morbidity. Our cut-off (> 5) could result in investigations that affect the care of very few people. Choosing thresholds that trigger investigations is ultimately a normative decision. It involves a trade-off of unnecessary investigatory burden and waste of resources against potential clinical risks to patients associated with inappropriate care.

Ultimately, patients should have a reasonable expectation of receiving appropriate care. Our study has shown that procedures that are contrary to contemporary clinical evidence are being done in Australia, and that some hospitals seem to provide a very high rate of these procedures. These hospitals should be alerted to the fact of their aberrant practice and be subject to clinical review if that practice continues, helping to ensure that hospital care in Australia is evidence-based, effective and safe.
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